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NM Legislature To Appeal Decision
Of Reapportionment to High Court
SANTA FE (UPI) The legislative districts.
all candidates, thus postponing the
legislature plans to appeal to the
He said the appeal would be filed primary election for all statewide
U.S. Supreme Court the decision of as soon as possible but could not and national offices as well.
a three-judge federal panel that pinpoint the exact date.
Samberson said the state could
found the state's legislative
hold
a primary election as late as
Samberson
also
said
the
leaders
reapportionment plans
IHh
early
September.
opposed
the
prospect
of
two
constitutional, House Speaker
primary elections and therefore
Gene Samberson said Monday.
Gov. Bruce King,' after meeting
plan to ask the three-judge panel to
with
the legislative leaders, said he
Following a meeting of legislative do one of two things: stay the order
leaders, Samberson, D-Lovington, rejecting the legislative reap- will wait before deciding when to
said the high court has never faced portionment plans and permit call a special session to reapportion
the 42 Senate and 70 House
the one-man, one-vote issue candidates to run in the new
contained in the votes-cast formula districts in the J11ne I primary; or districts.
used to reapportion the 112 extend a preliminary injunction to
And, King said, he does not plan
to join in the appeal of the decision
to the Supreme Court.

Student Becomes Victim
Of Infectious Meningitis

"I wasn't that keen on appeals
but that's up to the legislative
process; they can do it on their
own," King said.

King also said he favors two
developing
menigitis. primary elections but may be
Meningococcemia
and convinced that one will suffice.
meningitis
are
A lJniversity of New Mexico meningococcal
dormitory student has become the accompanied by symptoms such as
"They (the legislative leaders)
ninth New Mexican to be afflicted fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, seem to feel that maybe we can
with meningococcal meningitis this severe headaches and purple work out one primary," he said.
year, according to a. medical splotches on the skin.
epidemiologist.
Regarding the special session,
Reported cases of .meningitis in King said he would wait until he is
The 17-year-old UNM freshman New Mexico average from six to sure the basics for new reap·
who contracted the infectious viral eight per year, according to a state portionment plans have been
disease was taken to Presbyterian medical epidemiologist. Dr. Harry developed before calling the
Hospital Friday, afier Dr. Milarepa Hull said that six of the cases this lawmakers back to Santa Fe.
Geil of the UNM Student Health year were reported in one weekend.
Center made the diagnosis.
"They need to give me sufficient
Meningitis is primarily a disease
Jon Little, UNM fTeshmen from Fetmlngton, mekes'sure his legs
documentation" before he will call
of
child.ren,
although
it
can
affect
get tenned while he sketeboetds ecross the mel/ Mondey efThe male patient ''is past the all ages, he said. The disease usually . a special session, he said.
ternoon.
contagious stage," as well the strikes during the winter, .he said.
continued on pege 3
danger point, his physician, Dr.
Ulton Hodgin, said. "He's doing
well, and he should be going home
this weekend," following penicillin
treatments, he said.
Jeff Aleunder

Chicano Forum. Reviews
Undergr~duat~ Papers
Emesl Montoya
The role of Hispanic woman,
graffiti by youth gangs and the land
grant issue in New Mexico are some
of the topics of papers curned in for
review
by
the
Chicano
Undergraduate Forum commiltee.
The deadline for turning in
papers has been extended to April
22, to coincide with term papers
that have to be turned in for classes,
said Cynthia Gomez, reseach
assistant at the Chicano Studies
ProgramatUNM.
·Submissions shoUld be 10 to IS
pages, double-spaced and should
include references, Gomez said. She
said six copies of the paper should
be turned in to Marron Hall, room
204, by 5 p.m. on April 22 to be
considered for review.
the papers will be reviewed by a
faculty/student committee and will
be presented April:JO.
Gomez said the forum is not
exclusive.IY for Chicanos, as long as
the topics are relating to Chicano
issues.
Gomez said the paper forum's
main purposes are to provide
undergraduates the opportunity to
formally present their research
papers on Chicano-related topics
and to expose the larger student
population and community to the
directions of Chicano research.

Two other purposes are to inJorm the public on. Chicano issues
in various fields and to encourage
the ·continued development of these
papers and the production of more
Chicano research topics by undergraduates.
The top three papers selected will
receive a $25 honorarium and the
top paper will receive the National
Association for Chicanos award of
$100 for ·beSt undergraduate paper.
But, "This is not a competition,
but rather an opportunity," said
Gomez.
She said most paper forums have
been established at the graduate
level, but that it is important for
undergraduates to be able to
present their written material, so
they call expand on them by the
time they are graduate stud~nt~:
The selection committee will
consist of Dan Lopez, of the
political science department; Jose
Rivera of the architecture artd
planning department: Erlillda
GtmzaleS"Betry. from the language
department; Jesus Valdez of
Chicano Student Services; Louise
Chavez of the elementary education
department and Ray ,Quintana of
the National Chicano Health
Organization.
"It is important to have peer
support and community support to
help people continue on ill their
work," said Gomez.
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Several people who were in close
contact with the patie~;~t, including
his roommate at Hokona Hall,
have been treated at. the Student.
Health Center with a prophylactic
. antibiotic, Geil said. The antibiotic,
rifampin, has been administered to
the contacts to "decrease the
likelihood" that they might contract the disease, he said. The
greatest danger of that possibility
should be gone after the first week,
he said, and they are not expected
to develop any complications.
Geil said there should be little
concern of an epidemic breaking
out as a result of the local infection.
The virus, meningOI!occus, is a
transient resident in the throats of
!!bout 1 percent of_the popUlation,
although it might not affect them
because they are carriers, Hodgin
said. When the rate of carriers
increases, so does the possibilitY of
infection, he said. Transntission.of
the virus is through ·airborne
particles from the respiratory tract,
he said
"The disease is devastating,"
Geil said, but it is .not highly
contagious. The virus gets into the
bloodstream and can inflame the
meninges of the brain and spinal
cord with some possible residual
damage,. he said. Depending on the
seriousness of the infection, death ·
can also result.
About 30 to SO percent of
p;nients who catch the virus can
have a lesser form of the disease,
meningococcemia,
without

JoeCav.artiia

This unidentified ~~t:ulptulfl piece, en ert student'$ eppelflnt project,
elmost eppHIII to bll pondllrltig OlfBf the cu"ent stllftl.ofthe irumen
condition. The sculpture .wes.found 1811/dlng In tireilrt department 'It
llcUipture feb.
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Ultimatf~

by United Press International

Frisbee Team Strives To Remain Southwest's Best

Luura Tolley

Haig Anxious for Peaceful Resolution for Falkland Islands
U.S. Secretary of State
Alexander Haig said Monday that
time was running out for a peaceful
resolution of the Falkland Islands
CriSIS
because Of "substantial
differences" that remained between
.Britain and Argentina.
In .Buenos Aires, the foreign
ministry said Argentina welcomed
"with a broadly favorable spirit a
Peruvian proposal for a 72-hour
truce and would abstain from all
action that could lead to '!n armed
conflict,"
There was no reaction to the
Peruvian proposal from Britain,
however, and Argentina continued
to airlift more troops and supplies
to the Falklands to avoid .Britain's
naval blockade imposed late
Sunday night.
In London, Haig said lifter 11
hours of talks with British officials
that he. would return to Buenos
Aires for further talks.
"We made some progress in
these discussions," Haig said after
the all-day meetings with prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher and
senior ministers on the first full day
of Briatain's naval blockade of the
South Atlantic Islands.
"But a number of substantial
differences remain, so we will be
returning this evening to Buenos
Aires as time is slipping away from
us on this subject."
Emerging from No. 10 Downing
Street, Haig was asked by a
reporter whether he was more
hopeful of a solution and replied,
"Not at all ....
Haig said there was no truce or
pause in the military reparations.
The secretary came to London
carrying a peace proposal from
Argentine President Leopolda
Galtieri, but declined to release
details of the plan.

British Foreign Minister Francis
Pym said, "There is no doubt
substantial difficulties remain.'' He
said Britain had examined the
Argentine details carefully.
There was no word on what
proposals if any Haig would ~;arry
from Britain to Argentina, but Pym
said, "We are hopeful this mission
will prove successful."
Argentine naval forces were
withdrawn from the waters around
the Falklands shortly before the
blockade went into effect late
Sunday, enforced by British nuclear
submarines reportedly prowling the
area. The bulk of the Briish fleet
was still about 10 days away from
the islands.
U.S. made C-130 transport
planes took off from the southern
Argentine city of Comodoro
Rivadavia every two hours carrying
troops, weapons and supplies to
reinforce the estimated 9000
Argentine troops dug in on the
disputed islands, residents said.
A well-informed Argentine
officer said there was no sign of
British forces in the area around the
islands and there were no reports of
any incidents,
"We have nothing to indicate
that a blockade has really started,"
he said.
A spokesman for Thatcher said
Parliament would hold a special
session Wednesday on the crisis at
the request of labor opposition
leader Michael Foot.
Asked about the withdrawal of
the Argentine Navy, an Argentine
naval officer said his warships had
"no intention of taking on the
whole British battle fleet on the
high seas.''
The British blockade included a
threat to sink any Argentine vessel
coming within 200 miles of the

c;,yri
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or L.a-olam

tDE,,U\nJC J£Wf'H
FELLOW,HTP
We Invite you to a study
of the life of Jesus The Messiah
Tonight .. Tuesday Evening • 7:30pm
Room 250E upstairs In the SUB

IS HE REAL?
While growing up in the late 60's and early 70's, I had heard
about jesus many times. At that time everyone seemed to be
seeking something, but no one knew what they were seeking. I felt no need for religion!

islands, seized by Argentine forces
April2.
Foreign Minister Nicanor Costa
Mendez and President Leopolda
Galtieri reported to the cabinet on
the talks over the weekend with
Haig.
Haig reportedly carried to
London an Argentine peace formula that would declare Argentine
sovereignty over the islands but
allow the participation of the 1800
English speaking residents in a local
governing council.
The formula also included the
replacement of Argentine troops on
the islands with a police force in
exchange for the return home of the
British fleet.
Costa Mendez would not
comment on the reported peace
plan,
but said
"we are

Aeroc:lynl!mic Anarchy, an
Albuquerque ultimate frisbee team,
is into its I ?82 season with one
victory and plans for a tournament
here in Albuquerque.
The team is a sectional team,
consisting of mostly University of
New Mexico students, and is independently funded, said team
member Kale Isaacson.
Ultimate frisbee is playec:l by
passing the disc downfield to the
end zone and scoring one point. A

At the United Nations, Britain
defended .its naval blockade of the
Falkland Is)llnds as an act of self
defense against armed aggression
by Argentina.
"It is Argentina that first used
armed force," British Charge
D'Affaires Hamilton Whyte said in
llletter to the Security Council.
A U.N. spokesman said
Secretary-General Javier Perez de
Cuellar had cut short 11 European
tour and flown back to New York
to help mediate the Falklands crisis.
The spokesman said Perez de
Cuellar would meet immediately
with British Ambassador Sir
Anthony Parsons.
In Washington, the Organization
of American States postponed a
special meeting on the Falkland
Islands dispute while Haig continued his peace mission.

negotiating.''
''We are prepared to repel. ::~ny
attack," he added.
In Washington, Argentine
Ambassador Estaban Takacs said
any solution must involve both the
withdrawal of Argentine troops and
the return of the British fleet.
In Buenos Aires, some residents
said they disagreed with the
government's reported offer to
withdraw its troops from the island.
"What a bunch of turkeys,"
grocery store clerk Miguel
Grondona Sllid of IJis own
government. "After ISO years we
finally occupy the islands and now
they're talking about withdrawing
the troops.''
"We have to negotiate with the
troops on the islands, like they (the
British) did before.''

Solidarity" was beamed across
Warsl!W.
. The 5-minute broadcast was
transmitted from an illegal mobile
sending station and used as a call
tune a melody made famous by ihe
resistance during the Nazi occupation.

Solidarity Leader Lech Walesa
was' secluded again Monday under
military guard in an 18th-century
palace south of Warsaw after a
brief meeting with his family on
Easter for the first time since his
arrest four months ago.

The two announcers - one male
and one female - told listeners to
blink their lights three times for a
good reception. Lights were seen
blinking in some Warsaw houses
shortly afterward.

On the eve of the 4-month-old
imposition of martial law, an
underground broadcast of "Radio

4000 people. It is not true that
internment is different from normal
prison. News about beatings is
reaching us all the time."
"Radio Solidarity" said a priest
was beaten up by detention camp
guards, who damaged his pancreas.
The Radio said its next broadcast
~auld be made April 30, and asked
poles to switch. off their lights
between 9 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. to
protest martial law.
Walesa is being held at the impressive Bielinski palace at Otwock
Wielki, about 12 miles southeast of
Warsaw. It is a far cry from a oneroom apartment in Gdansk that
Walcsa and his Wife Danuta share
with their seven children.

We must fight for the release of
the .imprisoned and the restoration
of human rights, the radio said.
"In the prisons there are over

Reagan Dispatches U.S. Mediator
To Stop Mideast Peace Breakdown
WASHINGTON President
Reagan dispatched a second toplevel U.S. mediator to the Middle
East Monday to try and head off a
breakdown of the Americaninspired peace process.
With tensions in the area rising
on several fronts, the White House
announced Reagan is sending
Deputy Secretary of State Walter
Stoessel to Jerusalem and Cairo.
Assistant Secretary of State
Nicholas Veliotes, who has been in
the Middle East since last Thursday, will confer with Stoessel in
London on Tuesday. Stoessel, the
department'.s number two man, was
to leave Washington Monday night.
Stoessel's mission, as described
by the State Department, was

arranged "because there are things
that remain to be worked out" on
the final Israeli withdrawal from
the occupied Sinai scheduled April
25.
State Department spokesrnan
Alan Romberg said, "The United
States remains confident that both
Egypt and Israeli will carry out
their commitments under the peace
treaty and of the Camp David
Accord.''
The political and diplomatic
complications arising from the
Israeli withdrawal were compounded by two other events that
caused the administration to express its concern.
First, Romberg noted there has
been a strenghtening of Israeli

At age 30 after a marriage, a child and a year long separation,
I was miserable. After trying everything that is supposed to
make a man happy, I realized I was an empty man with no
purpose to my life.
So one night In desperation I called out to jesus. I said, "lord,
I really don't know what I believe, but I have heard you can
give me a new life, and if so I am readyl"
That was 31fz. years ago and now this Jesus has become so
real to me. I am realizing that Christ ls the reality of the
contentment I was seeking. I experience and enjoy Him daily
as my life, my life supply and source for being the best
husband and father. He Is everything I've always wanted and
more. Jesus is not a religion but a person. He is real.
David Steketee

You are Invited to enJoy a vital Llf~ Study with
Christians on Campus this Wednesday
(and every Wednesday) • l:OO noon,
SUB room 250-A.
............ ·······•••t>••-1 . .

. ...... l .>i .; ...
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forces near the Lebanese border.
He said maintenance of the ceasefire there, arranged last year by the
United States, "is in the interest of
all involved."
Second,
the
departmentspokesman noted that tensions are
running "very high" on the West
Bank and in the Arab section of
East Jerusalem after a man
identified as Alan Goodman, 30, of
dual U.S.-Israeli citizenship, killed
two Arabs and injured others
Sunday while shooting up the
sacred dome of the rock Mosque in
Jerusalem.
Romberg said, "In the highly
charged atmosphere, we hope those
in the position to do so will seek to
calm passions. to prevent additional
clashes."
Asked about the Israeli capture
of two alleged Palestinian terrorists
Sunday in the Jordan Valley,
Romberg said, ''From the information we have available, it
Would appear that this particular
incident represents a (Palestinian)
violation Of the cease-fire.''
He said the incident causes the
United States "to reiterate its call
for caution and restraint."
The cease-fire, set up last July by
U.s. mediator Philip Habib,
pertains to all hostilities against
either Israel or Lebanon, including
those launched through third
countries such as Jordan.
ASked what is expected result of
the_ cease-fire violation, Romberg
said he had no information. But he
noted that ISraeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin assured U.S.
Ambassador Samuel Lewis that
Israel had no plans to launch an
attack on the Palestinian positions
in Southern1r Lebanon
.
i<"' .- 10".1< .....

Oi ....
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March 6 and 7 in El Paso, Texas,
they took first place among teams
from El Paso, Tucson, Ariz.,
Socorro, Silver City and another
Albuquerque team.
,
The team placed third at a
tournament held March 27 and 28
in Tempe, Ariz. The tournament
consisted of 12 teams from New
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and
California, Two Californian teams
took first and second.
The team has won a total of $300
from the two tournaments this
year. Isaacson said that isn't a lot,

University Historians Will Gather
·At Historical Society Conference

Remnants of Solidarity Broadcast
To Urge Poles To Fight for Freedom
WARSAW, Poland The
underground remnants of the
independent Solidarity union urged
Poles in a clandestine radio
broadcast Monday to fight for
freedom and the ".restoration of
human rights" stripped away by
martial law.

player cannot run with the disc,
Interceptions, out-<Jf-bounds p&sses
and dropped discs are turnovers.
A team in this non-contact sport
consists of seven players.
At tournaments, gl!mes are either
played to a point limit, usually II,
or. for 40 minutes. Teams will play
three to four games a day.
UNM players include Greg Azar,
Ed Bushnel, .Bill DeRaad, Brad
Bingham, Jolyn Luna, Tim Lopez,
Andy Silva, Mike Schwantes, Mark
Schwantes and Isaacson.
At their opening tournament

fi

if

I
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A dozen University of New Fernandez de San Vicente;
Mexico historians, the New Mexico - Cheryl Foote, who also is
Historical Review and the UNM assistant editor of the Review, o.n
Press will be participants in the Mission Teacher of the Southwest,
annual conference of the Historical Alice Blake of Trementina, New
Society of New Mexico to be held Mexico.
Thursday through Sunday at the
UNM candidates for master's
Santa Fe Hilton Inn.
degrees who will make presenThe meeting will feature a variety tations, include:
of sessions on themes rangng from - Lee Hilly on Eugenie Shonnard:
land grants to museums. Other Carving and Ideal in the Desert
activities include a tour of the Southwest;
Glorieta battlefield, New Mexicana - Charles Cutter on The Protector
book exhibits, a book auction and of the Indians in Spanish New
the presentation of history awards.
Mexico;
In addition, the UNM Press, in - Carleen Lazzell on The Berconjunction With its two exhibits of nalillo County Courthouse, 1886books on New Mexico and South- /926;
western history, will have an
Sandra Sehackel on Las
autograph .party in honor of the Golondrinas: The Last Stop Going
authors. of the first two books in a North.
new series published by the UNM - UNM faculty members who will
Press in cooperation with the deliver papers are:
society.
- Dr. Richard Ellis on The
The New Mexico Historical Tenorio .Grant: A Tortured Legal
Review "Will have current and back History;
issues as well as the new legislative
Dr. Richard Jensen on
reprints on hand, so bring your list Proclaiming American Dominance:
of long-sought numbers," said The Speeches of Military and
Nancy Brown, office manager for Political Leaders of Early
TerritoriaiNew Mexico;
the Review.
UNM doctoral history students - Dr. Marta Weigle on From 'The
who will present their research at Sanatarium Different' to the 'Santa
J.'ean': Literary Santa J.'e, 1915the conference are:
- Hana Samek on France Scholes 1941.
and Lansing Bloom, Spade-work
In addition, Dr. Ferenc Szast will
Historians;
give a talk on "European Discovery
- H. Allen Anderson on The of the New World" when the
Encomienda in New Mexico, 1598- society holds its banquet on
Saturday night.
1680;
The autograph party will be
- Connie Cortezar on Augustine

sponsored by the UNM Press from
10:30 to 11:45 a.m. Friday at the
Santa Fe Hilton Inn.
The first book in the UNM
Press's new .series is entititled Over
the Chihuahua and Santa Fe Trails:
George Rutledge Gibson's Journal,
1847-1848. The book, an account
by a soldier of his life on these
forbiddding treails, was edited and
annotated by Robert W. Frazer.
Gibson was a member of Kearny's
expedition and also participated in
Doniphan's march on El Paso and
Chihuahua.
The second book in the series is
Louis Felsenthal: Citizen-Soldier of
Territorial New Mexico by
Jacqueline Dorgan Meketa of
Corrales. The book is described as
"a sensitive, rich biography of a
man who was not prime mover in
history, but who represents the
hundreds of New Mexicans who, in
their unheralded lives, brought
order and progress to the West.''
More information about the
conference can be obtained by
contacting the editorial office of the
New Mexico Historical Review,
room 1013 Mesa Vista Hall, UNM,
or by calling 277-5839.

but it hel~s to pay the team's expenses.
"We dominate the Southwest ~
there's nobody who can beat us,"
Isaacson said, "but we're consistently beaten by the West Coast
teams.''
The team placed first .in the
SoUihwest last se11son, and finished
ninth of 16 teams at the We~tern
Nationals held in Santa Barbara,
Calif., in November.
The team practices at Johnson
Field on weekends and plays in
intramura)s at UNM during the
week.
ls&&cson said 11n Albuquerque
tournament is tentatively planned
for May 15 and 16 at Johnson

Field.
"We re<~llY want a lot of people
to come," Isaacson said.
The next tournament they will
enter will be held Apri124 and 25 in
Socorro.
"The sport of frisbee is
growing," Isaacson said. "It's a
game that can be played almost
year round,"
Isaacson saic:l that the establishment of another Albuquerque
ultimate frisbee team, the Puna
Buds, is proof of the sport's
growing popularity and expanding
area of talented frisbee players.
The learn will play in tournaments through the summer and
fall.

Easter Clothing
Sale Continues
for 1 more
week

20~

off
on fashion
clothes

General Stores
111 Harvard SE
(ac•oss kom UNM)

8117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd. West

Live Theater To Be Shown
In Student Union Next Fall
Mark Balance
A live theater is being installed in
the Student Union Building and
should be ready to open next fall in
conjunction with the Theater Arts
Department, said Cliff Holt, SUB
director.
The Patio theater, a theater in
the round, will be located in the
courtyard on the second. floor .of
the SUB and will seat about 140
people, he said.
He said a six-week dinner theater
series will be arranged for the
summer of 1983, and will use the

new Garden Court restaurant which
is also in the second floor of the
SUB.
Holt said a children's theater on
Saturdays may be possible, and that
"New Child Productions has expressed a very keen interest in the
facility.''
Dinner concerts, in conjunction
with the Music Department, are
also being planned.
He said he hopes 30 or 40 performances will be given next year,
and that "We have gotten great
support from the theater arts
department.''

-Reapportionment-continued from psge1
Last week the three-judge panel
struck New Mexico's legislative
reapportlonment plans, saying the
votes-cast formulas used to
estimate
precinct
populations
"leads to a result which is coil·
stjtutionally impermlssable. ''
Earlier ill the week the panel
iss)led a preliminary injunction
barring legislative ~andidates from

filing for office, indicating it would
find the reapportionment Ia w
unconstitutional.
Their ruling came in several
consolidated cases challenging the
reapportionment plans.
The judges concurred with the
ar~uments that new House districts
deviated as much as 94 percent
from ideal district site, and that.
Senate districts deviate by as much
as 83 percent.
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Available at
your favorite record store.
Appearing at
Graham Centtal Statton April 14th.

Santa Fe
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DOONESBURY

WASHINGTON - When it comes to smart
shopping, we don't need any help.
Raised in the roar of the consumer movement,
young Americans consider themselves savvy practitioners of the consumer ethic, ''Let the seller
beware." We watch for bargains and know "quality"
when we see it. It's as if we all have a little Ralph
Nader in us. Some of us instinctively lower the volume
when commercials interrupt our favorite TV programs.
We're nobody's fools, right?
Wrong. Consumer smarts don't necessarily sharpen
from generation to generation. And, if our biggest ally
In W 0 shington, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
is successfully strong led this yeor in Congress, some
of us will be in for the rides of our lives.
Since 1914, the pint-sized FTC has been charged
with the awesome responsibility of policing America's
marketplace for "unfair" and "deceptive" business
practices. Only recently, however, has the agency
vigilantly defended the public interest, sending
consistent signals to advertisers and promoters that
Uncle Sam will tolerate nothin9 short of the straightand-narrow.
As it came of age in the mid· 1970's, the FTC rid us
of some of the downright flimflam ads we'd grown up
with. Now, when in doubt, we know "batteries aren't
included,"
Later this month (April 21) a House subcommittee
will hold a second round of hearings on the much·
maligned agency's budget and authoriW that could be
the harbinger for a return to the days of the consumer
jungle,
In anticipation, shoppers should realize that Ronald
Reagan's regulatory czar, FTC chairman James Miller
Ill, wants to dismantle the agency he directs. And two
teams of senators have responded with "wingclipping" bills popular with business leaders; a third
bill is in the works.
Chairman Miller, who is not a lawyer, shocked
fellow commissioners (as well as advertisers) at a
Senate hearing last month when he suggested that
Congress limit the agency's power to prosecute_
companies for "deceptive" acts or practices.
in an interview with our associate, Michael Duffy,
FTC commissioner Michael Pertschuk explained that
Miller sees consumers only ''as the lawyers, the
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Yet, as Pertschuk points out, no generation is
immune to the often unnoticeabiy-seductive ad·
vertising practiced in the U.S. today. Like 9- and 10year-olds scrutinized by behaviorists, baby-boomers
understand the dubious merit of commercials, yet
frequently covert - and purchase - the product in
question.
"No matter how street-wise people think they are,
the evidence is overwhelming that they'll believe
anything a salesperson says," laments Pertschuk.
"And they get burned time and time again.''
For baby-boomers, the loss of a consumer guardian
may not be immediately noticeab.le. In our commercially-overbuilt society, a few more outrageous
promotions would have only an imperceptible impact.
But before some political charlatans sell us another
bottle of budget cuts as a cure for "regulatory ex·
cess," it's worth pointing out that most Americans
favor government intervention in the marketplace to
keep advertisers honest. Young Americans, polls
show, want more information about products which
regularly get them in trouble: automobiles, credit
cards and banking procedures. They want to know
more about low-cost legal and medical services. The
initiatives of Miller and his pals in Congress, however,
only run against this consensus.
It makes no sense to turn back the clock on consumers. Despite widespread support in the private
sector, no one in the administration - or in Congress
- has proven that unfair practices are, in any way,
economically efficient.
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bankers and the economists. And he thinks everybody
else has plenty of time to shop carefully."
It was Pertschuk who, as chairman from 19n
through 1980, guided the FTC through highlycontroversial probes of deceptive used car sales, '
unfair funeral service pricing, and the well· known Pat
Boone/ Acne Statin case, Despite public support for
such investigations, pressure from business contributors has since soured Congress on the FTC.
The agency's potential emasculation, sadly, meshes
well with young Americans' confidence in their ability
to sniff out rotten deals on their own. Barring a "cop
in the marketplace," .survivalist instincts tell us we
have the sophistication to tiptoe through the mud.
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Quacks won't be practicing on
patients staying at New Mexico's
Ronald McDonald House, but duck
bills will help pay construction bills
at a fun-in-the-s11n fundraiser April
16, from 10 to 2 p.m. at the
University of New Mexico duck
pond.
IJNM Spurs, sponsors of Super
Duck Friday, will try to waddle
away with $4000 in duckfeed
donations toward the $250,000
needed for the "home ;;way from
home," which will accommodate
the families of seriously iU children
being treated in Albuquerque.
Businesses, organizations and
individuals who donate $25 or more
wlll have their name announced on
the Mike Phillips radio show, which
will be broadcast on KOB during
the hours of Super Duck; Friday,
and will receive a certificate with a

UNM duck's comic biographical
information, a picture of Phillips
interviewing the duck and the
duck's new name given by the
contributor.
Phillips will also raffle off
caricatures of noted figures at
UNM and the Albuquerque
community, donated by Pat
Trujillo, A watermelon seedspitting contest and a waddle race
will be held at the duck pond while
Spurs members sell watermelon,
ice-cream and 7-l.]p,
Anyone can contribute on Super
Duck Friday by calling Phillips'
show at 277~DUCK, while those
who would like to donate before
April 16 may contact Paul Woods,
assistant dean of students, at 2773361. Woods is the senior advisor
for Spurs, UNM's sophomore
servicehonorary.

Friends of Library Lecture
Will Feature N.M. Authors
Michaelle Myers

)oe Cavareltli

Cindy Jokela and other members of s Drawing Fundamentals class taka sdvsntsga of the warm
spring wssthsr Monday by having class next to the duck pond. The Nations/ Wssthar Sarvlcs
rsportad Monday's high was Ill degrees. Thers is B good chance of topping that today.

Letters

Liquor Position Clarified
Editor:
This letter is to re-state our position opposing full-service liquor
licenses in this area and to ensure that the university community is
aware of the goals of the University Heights Association (UHAI. We
want the community to know our views, since they have often not
been well-reported in the Lobo during the past three months'
discussion about Posh Eddie's full-service liquorlicense,
Regarding Posh Eddie's full-service liquor license, we have long
felt that any such license is a detriment to the area. Bars Increase
traffic, transients, noise and lead to more accidents and Increased
crime. UHA has been working for years to decrease traffic, promote
bicycling and pedestrian-oriented improvements, to lower the crime
rate, and to generally improve the quality of life for property owners,
tenants, and businesses in the area. However, contrary to Posh
Eddie's Lobo advertising, this is certainly not a return to prohibition,
since there are numerous area restaurants which serve beer and
wine with meals.
Turning from the liquor issue to neighborhood goals, UHA has
been working through volunteer efforts to improve the neighborhood south of UNM for the past 6 and 1/2 years. Membership Is
open to anyone living in or working in the area: $1.00 for students
and senior citizens; $2.00 for individuals; larger donations are
welcome. UHA has regular meetings to discuss neighborhood
problems and to meet with city officials or other persons who impact
the area. The next general meeting will be Sunday, April18 at 2:00
at the Ironworkers' Union Hall, Harvard and Silver SE. Anyone
interested in the neighborhood is welcome. Members include
property owners and tenants, senior citizens and students, business
persons and life·time residents of the neighborhood. Many activities
are available, and we would especially invite everyone to work with
us to get rid of garbage and trash during the city-wide clean-up on
April24.
We appreciate this opportunity to state out position. We would
encourage anyone interested in the neighborhood, including anyone
who has questions or complaints to come to our meetings or to
contact us at any time.
Chris Wilson and Don Hancock
Co-Presidents for the UHA Board of Directors

Reader Supports Lobo's Stand
Editor:
Just a short note in support of your protest against rampant
political irresponsibility on campus. Having been faced with a similar
situation at another university in the past, I realize the difficulties
involved in making a forceful statement without being irresponsible
as a newspaper. Congratulations on a well handled dilemma.
0. Scott Wilson

IBM Computer Feasibility Studied
In Computer Engineering Research
Bill Pinnell

million mathematical equations' a
second.
Cleve Moler, Chairman of the
"When regular computers add
University of New Mexico's several columns of figures, they
Computer Engineering Depart- take the first figure, add it to the
ment, and three of his students are second, then add the third, and so
currently doing research for IBM to on through each column if
determine the feasibility of that figures,'' said Moler. "Vector
company entering the scientific computers do several of these
operations at once."
computer field.
Cray Research and Control Data
IBM, which has concentrated on Corporation are the only comcomputers with business ap- panies currently building vector
plications, has awarded the UNM computers. Besides IBM, a
professor a $250,000 research grant Japanese firm is considering enfor the project.
tering the field.
"New Mexico has more of these
The computer technology being
studied is properly called vector computers than any other state,"
computers, but is often referred to • says Moler. "And Los Alamos
as "super computers" since the Scientific Labs is the world's largest
computers are capable of 130 computer center."

will also be featured in this lecture
entitled "Western Writers
Are University of New Mexico Mesas, Mountains, and Sages."
students easy prey to vampires? Each of the three authors will give a
Suzy McKee Charnas, author of short presentation on how life in
The Vampire Tapestry will be on New Mexico affects their writing,
hand to answer this question and and engage in a short question-andany others about her book Wed- answer period with the audience.
nesday as ·the Friends of University
The lecture will be held in the
of New Mexico libraries concludes Anderson Room of Zimmerman
its three-part lecture series library. There is no admission
spotlighting New Mexico authors.
charge.

Start Steiner, author of Dark and
Dashing Horsemen, and William Where can I go If I want to apply
Buchanan, author of A Shining for financial aid? Student Financial
Season, the biography of New Aid Office, Mesa Vista Hallll40, x
Nucle(!t research uses "super Mexico mile-runner John Baker, 2041.
computers" because they are
capable of solving long and
complex equations in a fraction of
the time of c<mventional computers
and can "consider" a number of
factors simultaneously - a conventional computer can deal with
only one factor at a time.
Another example Moler used to
illustrate the capabilities of vector
computers is a weather model that
simulates the interaction of air
fronts, geographical landmarks and
other factors that effect the
Scholarships of $1000 per month are now being offered by the
weather.
Department of the Navy to exceptional college studenls with backBesides building them, Moler
grounds in math, physics, chemistry, engineering. Training leads to
says that a major concern is • 'how
positions in such areas as nuclear power operation and mainte·
to modify computer programs to
nance, research and instructing. Starting salary after graduation
make efficient use of vector
$27 ,BOO. Up to $40,000 in four years. Exceptional benefits offered.
computers.''
College sophomores, juniors, and seniors may apply now. Contact:

NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

DEPT OF THE NAVY

Depression To Be Topic of Talks
Depression artd its treatment will
be discussed by Dr. Raymond
Harrison Thursday and Friday at

the Hilton Inn.
Sponsored by the Department of
Counselor Education at UNM, the

Spanish Guitarist Gives Free Concert
Folk-jazz guitarist Victor Luque
of Spain will give a free public
performance Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in the University of New
Mexico third floor Reading Room
of Ortega Hall.
A self-taught artist who entered
the. professional m11sic world in
England and France during the
J960s, Luque has dedicated himself
to the study of Latin American
musical rhythms arid styles since
197 J. His appearance is sponsored

by the modern and classical
languages department.
Joan Lefkoff of the modem and
classicallartguages department said
Luque performed for a packed
audience last fall at ONM.
''During the last few years he has
been performing in nightclubs in
Madrid and Barcelona as well as
giving concerts at uni'l'ersities and
cultural centers throughout Spain
and the O.S.," Lefkoff said. "He
has augmented his repertoire with
interpretations of blues and jazz.''

Lecture Centers on Basket Weaving
will give a slide presentation as part
"Putting Anything Together Apache and Navajo Baskets" is the of the spring lecture series sponsubject of a lecture to be given sored by Maxwell Museum
Wednesday at !! p.m. in the Association.
Admission is free to members; $2
Maxwell
Museum
of
tO others. Maxwell Musueum is in
Anthropology.
Dr. Andrew H, Whiteford, an the anthropology building near the
anthropologist with the School of corner of Roma Avenue and
American Research in Sartta Fe, Redondo Drive.

Thursday session will last from 7
a.m. to 9 p.m. The Friday session
will last from 8 a.m. to S p.m.
Harrison is the director of the
Mood Clinic established at the
University of Pennsylvania Medical
School by R. Aaron T. Beck. He
has collaborated with Beck in
treatment, research and publication
in the area of cognitive therapy,
depression and anxiety.
Harrison will present the basic
principles of Beck's approach to
treating depression. and will supplement his lectures with video
tapes of actual treatment sessions.
The registration fee, which indudes the luncheon on Friday, is
$25 for students and $35 for others.
Those interested should contact
the sponsor immediately to register.
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Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers ••. take your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the woy
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit.
ting appointment todoy,
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses thari all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

i'"•'i;.,·.'

.i:•l~

$210 ~ Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
$300- Soft Toric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon)•

$350- Soft EKtertded Wear (Blllfilcon)*
*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales.~Ti!ia~xPf!'!P!I'I•
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Arts
UNM's Springtimespace a Mixed Bag of Seasonal Activity
Leslie Donovan
The hammers rang like bells on
the anvil.
Tlw six pairs of arms wielding
them wove an intricate pattern,
mesmerizing the Rodey Theatre
audience last weekend with a
provocative, forceful manipulation
of rhythms of sounds and bodies.
The work was a dance called
"Marti nette,"
a traditional
!lamenco piece choreographed by
UNM dance professor Eva Encinias
for UNM's annual faculty dance
concert, Springtlmespace, held in
Rodey Theatre for the last two
weekends.
work, drawing on

images of blacksmithS working at
their forge which have been vital
parts of the Spanish gypsies' life for
centuries, explored the hypnotic
force of the way members of a
group interact.
Through a combination of
traditional flamenco movements
and modern interpret?tions of
those movements, Encinias' five
male dancers recreated a raw,
almost primal, sense of power
energized
through communal,
physical labor,
Each of the dancers gave
technically and artistically fine
performances,
including
solo
sections the various signature

Survival For the Desk Sitter
Bac k Awareness Cl ass
DATES: Tuesday, April13 & 2oth, 1982 • 7:30·9:00 p.m.
UNM Student Health Center • Room 234 • Second Floor

Dealing w11h body mechanics. postural D~aren~&s and selt·hclp' exercises. Structure !unction

movements, which not only reemphasized the common bonds
between the men, but also
established individual personalities
through which the common bonds
were made more profound,
Choreographed by Joetta Jercinovic, "Melilla," a Spanish
Moroccan women's dance for six
women using many modern ballet
movements, was an elegant, if
static, dance.
Inspired by an 1886 painting,
Jercinovic's dance was highly
visual, built around romantic,
sculptural conceptions of space,
which artistically pleasing though it
was, lacked depth of conceptual
vision.
Visiting
professor Terese
Freedman's
modern
dance,
"Tietypeo," was a graphic exploration of the problems con·
fronting the individual in the
modern world of confinement,
automatization and loneliness.

The dancers,
all that
dressed
- - . -uniformly
in costumes
made
i~a~ndid~••g''"~·c~a~llz~n~-3~13~6~foirl~nfo~"~na~tlo~n~anid~re~gl•~•·~at~lon~.iji~~~~~~~i
them
appear
androgynous,

The Student
Veterans
Association

presented a variety of movements

depended solely on Nesbitt's own
technique and physical magnetism
to such an extent that Nesbitt's
incredibly revealing costume not
only drew the audience's attention
away from the dance, but even
embarrassed them on his behalf.
The end of Nesbitt's dance was
also far .too abrupt, leaving the
audience feeling like they'd only
seen the first act.
''New/fields/old," a modern
dance choreographed by dance
division
chairman
Jennifer
Originally presented four years Predock, dealt with the ways in
ago as "Four Women,, Ben- which fields of bodies work off
nahum's
ballet
re-interpreted themselves, each other and the
Stravinsky's music with a delicate, environment.
extremely refined balal)ce of both
Through complicated lighting
upward and downward forces in and elaborate sets of geometric,
modern ballet technique.
stylized natural images, Predock.'s
New UNM dance faculty member dancers present abstract concepts
Eric Nesbitt, formerly of the through very concrete movements
American Ballet Theatre, also usually constructed on angular,
choreographed a modern ballet for vertical Jines.
this production.
Predock's most satisfying in the
Nesbitt's
technique
and last few years, "New/fields/old"
execution in this piece called "#2" was a tantalizing series of snapshotwhich he danced with three other like poses, stark upper-body
gestures and profound implications
men was eloquent and very skilled.
Unfortunately, the dance itself of movement.

interacting with both other dancers
and their environment.
Neck ties in this piece also
provided an inventive, thoughtprovoking means through which
the dancers explore themselves,
their world and how each relates to
other,
"Quattour
Exotica,''
choreographed by Judith Ben·
nahum, was a modern ballet based
on music by Stravinsky using lots of
pointe and leg work.

Sports

Jeff Bingaman & Jerry Apdaca

HOW DIN
OFFICI SUPP1 Y

E FABER
MARKETTE MARKERS
Reg 11.40/dz
Sale 5.99/dz or .59 ea

PAPERMATE FLAIR
Reg 10.86/dz
Sale 8.25/dz of •79 ea

Buy one 1-747 Stapler
at Regular price & get
two boxes of staples
FREE!

p

Lobo Margaret Matcalf llaftl pmparss to rsceive a beton pass from teamtnats Regina Dmmige
[second from right] Saturday night In the mile relay against tha Univarsity of Texas at Univarsity
Stadium. Texas won the ralay with a 3:48. UNM finished 4:00. Texas won tha dual meet 77-59.

12% discount with UNM lD on non-sale merchandise.
HOWDEN OFFICE SUPPLY 3301 Central NE (next to BACA'SI

Lobo Hoop Coaches Wait on Recruits
Joe Chandler

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL
$50.00 plus film and processing
Lel Pacer PhotographiC save- your memories
Jn pictures. Call for details

821·6178

15 years 111 philtogfaphy

-.

UTAH PHILLIPS
ROSALIE SORRELS
FRIDAY APRIL 16, 1981/8:00 pm
Woodwar-' Hall/ UNM
$5.00 General Admission
Tickets available at the BOOKSTOP
Nob Hill Center 3500 Central SE
and at the door

I
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LSAT • MCAT GRE
GRE PSYCH • GI!E BID· MAT
GMAT • OAT· DCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA· 'I'OEFL

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-H.IMPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Spe~laflsts
srnce 1938

Fot "ihformiitlem~ P.lea$e Cafl:

265-25~4.
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(Served
& jelly)
No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ....................... $2 .. 49
No.2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast .... , ... , .............••. $1.99
No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns & toast .......................................... , $1.69
No.4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast ............................................ $1.25

~~:~~~~~~~~~~~HEROS·, t~~·~~~~..b~~~~.·s·a~~~·, ~~~~ ·.~~til·l~ '& t~~~t::::::::::::: ~~ :~~
2 85
No, ?h~~~!!~~r~~L;h~~~ ~h~d.da.r ·c·h·~~s~·. ~~~~~d ~ith t~~~t~: h~~h .br~~~s· &t~.a~t .. · . $ .

1
1.
I
SIDE ORDERS
I Hash
French Fries ..... $.50 One Egg ........ $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ........ $.75
Browns ...... 60 Pancake .......... 35
Salad with choice of Dressing ................70
Western Style ... 95 Toast Jelly ....... 40
Extra Blue Cheese ....................... 15
I Onion
Rings . . . . . . .70 Jelly ........... - .05
Tomatoes (3 slices) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 5
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea With Any of The Above Breakfasts

&

I Beans ............35 Crackers ..........05 American or Cheddar Cheese .............•..20
1 Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ............. ; ~~~·:ut onG:;::~~or Chill con Came (1 oz.) . . . . . . . . . .15

will hold their monthly meeting for the
month of April on 4·13·81 at 7:00pm in the
Child Care Co-Op, Mesa Vista Hall.
Guest speakers are Senatorial
candi· dates

CARDINAL
SUPER·COMBI
RING BINDERS
Reg 6.75
Sale 4.35

I
I

--

Many of the nation's college
basketball coaches will get some
indication tomorrow as to who will
be playing for them next season.
Wednesday is the first day recruits
can sign national letters of intent to
play basketball next fall.
Dave Edmonds,
assistant
basketball coach and recruiter for
UNM, said the Lobos main priority
will be getting big men. He said
UNM may have ahady been
successful in getting a big man. Tim
''14-Carat"
Garrett, a 6'8"
transfer from Los Angeles South
Western JC, is already verbally
committed to the Lobos. The
Houston native said he would come
to UNM while visiting in February.
The Lobos are also after deorge
Scott, a 6' 8" 220.. pound big mall
out of South Idaho JC. Head Lobo
coach Gary Col soil left yesterday to
go convince Scott to attend UNM.

The Lobos are after Rich Strong
from Albuquerque's Salldia High
School Edmonds said. Strong, a
6'8" center, led the Matadors to a
third place finish in the AAAA
state basketball tournament last
month.
Edmonds said two junior college
All-American guards ate also being
sought by UNM. They are 5'11,;
Niles Dockery from Henderson
County JC ill Athens, Texas, and
6'3" Herald Howard from Larado
JC in Texas. !Joth. are considered
outstanding prospects that could
strengthen the Lobos outside game,
he said.
"It's hard to tell ifthese guys will
come here;'' Edmonds said. "They
can change their minds any time
prior to signing."
The Lobos have five basketball
scholarships to award to their
recruits. UNM lost only two players
from last year's squad, and has
four redshirts who will be eligible
next season.
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No. 2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion & lett•Jce ••••• , •
No.4 FIESTA BURGER chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce ••••• , ••
-No.,S F-lAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce ......•.•.....
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & oniori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.40
2.1 0
1.45
1.20
1.20

HAM, LETIUCE & TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing .....••.... 1.35
BACON, LETIUCE & TOMATO same as above • .... • ................ • • . 1.35
EGG, LETIUCE & TOMATO same as above ............................ 1.05
No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce & tomato •••.•••.•.••••••.•..••.•.... $.75
No.8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato ...•......................65
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato ........................ 2.19
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese & onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada. taco & beans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.99
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz.) ................ 59
.99

~

•-•

6 OZ. TOP CHOP STEAK Ground round, Te~as toast, French fries or hash browns with salad. • • • • • • $2.69
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL Hickory smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries & salad 2.19
5 OZ. RIB EYE STEAK-USDA Choice Texas toast, French fries or hash browl\s with salad •••••• 3.99

I

CHEF SAlAD .,..
2.59
VEGETARIAN SAIA~~iNi<~·::~::~::· ................. 2.39

I

dooloo ol m...o..,,loH-......... ohodd" <h•-· h•d .,, ••••• • • • •

COFFEE , .. , . , .. , , ............. $.29
HOT TEA .......................•29
Spiced or herbal tea· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35
HOT CHOCOLATE or AP.PLE CIDER .40
MILK , . , , ... , .. , , ... , ....•. , ...... •,

.35
.35
.40
.50
.40

.45
.45
.45
.65
.70

SOFT DRINKS coke, dr. pepper & 7 up •••• $.40 .50
ICE TEA .........•.•.............35 .so
LEMONADE ..........•.•..•........ - • • . .
JUICE orange, apple, tomato & grapefruit • • • • • .45 .60
SHAKESchocolate,strawberry&vanilla • . ' , , , , • • 50 .75

I
I
1

I
1·
I
I
I

MEXICAN FOOD

Cop

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
1I

;
SANDWICHES
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce & tomato ... $.85

PLATIERS

II
I
I

.65
.60
.70
.85
.95

I
II

1
1

I
~~@~lf~ ~ 00
ROLL .62
6-pack frozen rolls2.99
I
~------------------------~
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MODERN SCIII.BE TYPING and editing services.
Professional results on technical, academic, and
business text. Near UNl\1, Call 242·9«19 after 6:00
p.m.
4/19
CHILDCARt;, LJGH:J'··HOUSEKEEPING, 3·yr.•
9id, Wash/Lomas area, T·TH·FRJ, 10·4 Plrl. 883·
14S9,
4114
TVPING.. FAST, .ACCURATE, reasonable, Cassette
Transcription, 247·2S83,
SIS
TEN DOLI,ARS··RESUMES ten. dollars.
Professional Company, ~6~·7551.
tfn

4. Housing

Classified Advertising
Tells Everybody ! ! !
1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

SA VF; Mt:ll MY owners have too ma~y pet> and. all
my brothers und sisters already round homes. Won't
you give u beautiful lillie kiuy ~home? Plea.•cll Call
888-3167.
4116
J'INI\..'>1' Sf.Lt:C.'TION Ot' unique and traditional
gold wedding sets. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
690L
S/10
ACCURATE INFORMATION AIIOUT eon·
tracepllon, st<rlliz:uion, ~bortlon. Right to Choo1e.
294·0171.
tfn
I'JU:GNANCY TK~TINCJ & COliNSEI.ING. 11hone
247·9819.
tfn
I THINK 1'1.1. throw you 11 curve on this one ()Uilto
m tf you'll c~tch it!). Today's has BOt to make it. 4

fOUND; GRt:y f'URRY young cat near Coal and
Columbia. 26S·3846. Thanks for the help Marsha,
4/14
f'OUNJ) IN Zlli1Mf.Rl\1AN Library-pocket knife.
Come to Marroo Haill3 I to describe and claim.
.
4116
I.OSTI GOLD FILIGREE wedding ring In Ladles
restroomSUII. Pfcasecnl1292·1016. Reward. 4/16
CJ.AIM VOUR LOST p~>sscssions at Campus Pol)ce
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

undO!.

4113

('ONTA<."rS·l'OUSIIIN(;, SOLUTIONS Cusi:y
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Wruhlngton.
tfn
WE IIOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreettwleh Village .(Lcnllon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular S6S.OO). Pay l.ess Opticians,
S001 Mcnaul N.E., across rrom LuDelles.
t(n
ONLY Sl.JS. TWO rurm•fresh eggs, tW!' homemade
~hemical free Sall!ase pnUies, two slices M toast, free
greene hili. Open 7 a.m. Morning Glory Care. Corner
tfn
of Girard, Centtuland Monte Vista268·7040.
SS Bll\'S BE!>TTJI' of the week, Daily Lobo will pay
S5 for the but news lip we recel•e eVer}' week.
Sources can remain confidential, but Edlior must
have your name to pay winner. 277·5656, ask for
Newsroom.
tfn
CJII.NES& BUH'ET. Cllt:API All you tan eat.
Lunch S3.4S, Supper S4.SO, Sunday Brunch S3.4S.
JuD-Jao's l'lace, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
PASSPORT I'IIOTOS. U>WEST prices! Pleasant
plcturcll UJ Wellesley Sll corner Sll•er, Please call
fits!. 26S·U23.
tfn
.JUMP INTO SPRJN(il Skydive. Classes April 3rd,
17th. Cal183l·S9.JJ.
4/JS
fRt:t: MONEY fOR studenu. Act .now (Qt fall
semester. For information, write Computex ACS,
Suite 21 I, 160 Washington SE, Albuquerque, Nl\1
87108.
4121
fORMINCJ ACOUSTIC BAND.. Need lmprov.:
woodwinds, percussion. Cal Jolm 293·3229.
4120
STE\IE CIIAVf:Z, FORMf:RLY of Joseph's the
Salon, aJtnounecs his association with Hair We Ate
2316 Central, SE. Special Easy care haircuts for
Spring, 20 percent off. ExplresApril17, 1982. 4114
CI.AV IIUNNY,Iloveyou!.
4/13
Ul!CKSARf.COMINGI!I.
4/1$
!."TAN, KEF;P SMILING Chipmunk. I.lsa.
4113

3. Services
GlliTAR LF.SSONS, INSTRUMENTS. repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.!l.
26S-33JS,
tfn
TYI'ING-I'ROf'f.SSIONAL QUALIT\' pronto at
Kinko/Pronto: TLC at no extra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Cenlral from f'opejoy
Hail.
tfn
A· I TYPISTS·TERM paper$, resumes299·8970.
413Q

:W IIOURTYPJNG. Call881·0628 arter 6pm, J•:an,
4116

PROFt:SSIONAI. TYPING, REASONABLE.
Extensi•·e secretarial experience. JIIM Selectric Ill.
or 299·2676. Free pick up and delivery on
most orders.
4121
G,\RDENERS ..START f:ASY with Tim's tilling.
Rototllling, manure, clean·Up. 268·6Sl0,
4/30
VOI.KSWACON REPAIRS-TUNE-UPS. Call
Jane, 247-8609.
4/19
PROff.SSIONAL EDITING. TERM papeu, theses,
dissertations. All subjects. Call Linda: 281-1795,
299·62~6

6. Employment

:THE CIT.ADEL·SIJPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $220, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room atjd laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. IS20 UniversityNE . 243-2494. lfn
t'OR RENT: EFfiCIENCY ~partmenl, .1410 Girard
N.E., $190/mo., all utilities paid, $12S securitY
deposit. FullY furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266·8392.
tf:t
SUSAN BEARD, TH.E UNM area spe~iallst, has the
only Corrales adobe for lm t~an $100,000, Also
several good deals near UNM, Call 256-3814. or
Walkcr·Hinkle Realty, 2684551.
4/13
FOR RENT: 116 Cornell SE 2 bdrm •. I bath house,
Call Larry or Dorthey, 265·9~42 or eves. 881·3974,
4/i4
MOTHER AND DAUGHTER need a roommate to
share expenses in large luxury townhouse in Academy
acres. Please send your name and number to: P.O.
Box86S, Albuquerque, NM 87103,
4/14
<'.AMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS: 2ts Yale
Blvd. SEat l.ead. Studio Apts. nearstores and UNM
$ISS per month. Free utilities, Sl30.deposit, 6 month
lease. No children, pets, or roommates. See manager
at Apt. 2 or ea11243·6210 evenings or 88J-S940. 4113
LOVELY WELL.-BUILT HOME near campus. 2l00
SF· d~Juble garage, hUge den, possible darkroom ,
$92,000 with good terms. Kay Piers •. 299·0039. C.F,
Wllliams26(;..7747,
4/14
NICE ONE; B))RM. apt. UNM area, all utilities paid,
furnished. Pine and Coal S.E. 5235.00 nno.nth. Call
266·7000.
4116
FOR RENT: ADOBE; house near campus, Three
bedrooms, one and a half baths, J!nrage, swimming
pool, fenced backyard. Faculty preferred. Available
May I. $295. 867-2258.
4/tJ
SPECIAL SUMMER RA n:s .. Furnished, all utilities
paid. One bedroom, S230: studio, $200; efficlency,
$170. 1218 Copper NE, 200 Jefferson NE., 7900 llell
SE. Unfurnished also. 842·6170, 262·0244.
4/19

•·oR SALE: ALFALFA $3.00 per bale first, second,
and third cunings. Will deliver within a H) mile radius
for SJ,SO per bale. Call873.0372.
4/30
SCHWINN VA RSITV, EXO:LLENT condition. 10.
speed, 20-lnch. $110.00.843-7090,
4/13
FOLBOT 2 • MAN Kayac 17\11 w/acces. S2SO, 26S6398.
<1113
BRIGIIT RED VISTA sport 10 speed, Sugina lltaxy
crank, Av~et saddle, lights, pump, water bottle, like
ncl'', $185, 243·6663, 294-4467.
4/13
TREADLE SEWING MACHINE in unusual oak
cabinet $299. Collection ·Of music boxes. Mission oak
bureau $165.299-4078.
4113

4/20

Photo Suppllea
Photo Flnlahlng
Dlacount Prlcea

A1l1 ~\1FM;l,lf....
256·1 t21
256•0000

p
WfA\,. ,.,
ARMY·NAVV GOODS

504 YALE SE
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mex1co Daily Lobo
.
..
_. hmes(S) beginning .·-·
_ __ _
, under the headmg (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. ServiCes: 4. Houstng; 5. For
Sale~ 6. Employment; 7. Travel: 8. Miscellaneous

17' per word, $1.00 minimum chorge
11' per word per day tor five or more consecutive days

Marron Hall,

rl~efll'l'l'll Uiolol!.!flllul}oirmctli.~m (If )'all' & UechmdoJ

7. Travel

8, Miscellaneous
DUCKS ARE COMING Ill.
4/14
SAVE ME II MY qwners have too many pets and all
my \Jrothers and sisters already found homes. Won't
)'QU give a beautiful little kitty a home? !'leasell Call
888-31.67.
4115
JAPANE!iE TUTOR WANTED. I'm going to Japan
as an exchange student and want to learn the
language. Call (.lsa W, 247-1522,
4/13
BRUSH RANCH CAMP for boys, located in
mountains near Santa Fe, now hirng male counce.lors
who also instruct In one .pf the foiiowlng areas:
rifelry, OY fishing, tennis and art. Dates; 6-9·82- 8·
7·82. Contact James Congdon, r.o. Box24SO, Santa
Fe, New Mexico 87SOI or call 1-7~7-8772.
4/16
BRUSH RANCH CAMP for girls, located In
mountains near Santa Fe .now hiring women coun.
ce!ors instead <Jf men who Instruct in the following
areas: English style horseback riding, drama, music,
and swimming, Dates: 6·9·82 - s.7·82. Contact
James Congdon, P.O. Box 2450, Santa J'e, New
Mexico 87501 orcalll·7S7·8772.
4/16
BALLOONS! BALLOONSI HAVE a llubbles the
Clown deliver a helium balloon bouquet for special
occasion, Birthdays, anniversaries, new baby and
special days. 292·0487.
4113
CREDIT CARD DIFFICULTY? Master Card and
VISA Cards available to anyone, Cosigner not
needed. Legal, easy, and without tredit checks• For
free information write l<>: Innovative Financial
Services, 3131 Candelaria NE, Ste. no. 102,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87107.
4/13

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Club's spring formal,
8:00·11:00, April 30th. Live Ballroom band and
refreshments provided. Info, 86S·1554, 881-3087,
247·1943.
4/30
THE STUDENT VETERAN'S Association will hold
their meeting for the month of April on 4-13-82 at
7:00p;m, at the Child Car~ Co-op, Mesa Vista Hall.
Guest speakers are senatorial candidates Jeff
Bingaman and Jerry Apodaca. We extend an Open
I nvitalion.
4/13
l'RJVAU:/GROUP, BALLROOM/ Latin dance
lessons, 243-0309.
4116
CPR CLASSES. 53 fee. Call 277·3136 for In·
rormalionlreglstration.
4/16
UNM BOOKSTORE SPRING s~le starts Aprll19.
4116

c;overed ·

, 1t'lr'a.go.n

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLD TO~~

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

ON CAMPUS

9-4:30 •1820 La• Lomas NE • 2n-5743

l'ART·TIME JOB afternoons .and evenings, MUs! be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Sayewa)' Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SSI6
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS, HOUSTON,. DALLAS! $20,000 to
$50,000 possible. For job information call: 602·998·
0426, Dept. 0924, ppen Sundays.
4/29
ATTENTION: UNDERGRADUATES, ARE you
still looking for ypur summer work? Nationally
known compnay interviewing students for summer
work pro~ram. How does $1,298 per month soound?
fpr interview appointment. eall 888·5361,
4113
Tl)TOR NEEDED PASCAL programming. Prefer
cs student with two semestm programming, Ri!a,
881-3207.
4/16
NEEDED; LIVE JN !Jabysltter for three children.
Room and board plus .$7 S. weekly. Call Jim at 898·
9398. Keep calling.
4/16
PART-TIME HELP weekends and evenlngs.l\1ust be
21. Apply in persoo, .JO·S, Red Barn Liquors. 1420
Juan TaboNE.
4/13
DOMINOS PIZZA NEEDS defi•erydrivers. Must be
at lea11 18 years old. Must have owo car and in·
surance. Evenings and weekends. Apply between 3·
Spm, Mon thru Thurs. 3920 Central SE.
4/13
CIIILDCARE AND HOUSEKEEPING for 3-yr.
old. Wash and Lomas area, T·TH and FRI. 104 pm.
883·14,9.
4/14
WORK TIIREE .EVENINGS SaturdaY$, $160
weekly, Phone 10 to 12, only,292-7677.
4115
CIIILDCARE, LIGIIT··IIOUSEKEEPING. J.yrold. Washll.omas area. T•TH·FRI, 10·4 pm, 8831459.
4/1,
JOB SEARCHING TECHNIQUES. 4-hour classes,
SIS. 26S·1SS1.
tfn
JOB SEARCIIING? TRY Job Opportunity Betterment Scrvlces. 26S·1551.
tfn

DRI.VER NEEDED 'J'O drive .1981 Datsun pick·up
with alr·~onditioni 0 g, tape deck, camper to el!st coast
by May i3th, or toe driven back in nnid·Ausust. 242·
7228.
tfn

5. ForSale

QUALITY TI'PING. LOMAS /Tramway area. 85
cents/page, 299-13SS.
4128
TYPEWRITER AND CALCULATOR repair or
reconditioned of your machines. Discount of IS
percent to student and faculty, a free ribbon with
each reconditioning, Metro Business Machines lne.
9621 Menaul NE, 292·6224, hours: Monday • Friday
8:00a.m. • 5:00 p.m. Saturday9:00 a.m • J:OO p.m.
4/14
AAAYAST ACCURATt:typing266-39S3.
4/16
PROfESSIONAl, TYPING, PAPERS and thesis,
IHM Selectric IJI, After S:OO, 243·7141,
4116
QA TYPING SERVICE: a complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
otholas!lc, charts and tables. 345·2125.
4/27
TYPING "INK" •• WORIC guaranteed, Estimates
glven-16 years e~pericncel821~6916.
4/16

UNM Photo
Cine/Service

TYPEWRITERa, Rt;COND!TIONED, IBM'S,
other electrics, nn~nuals. portables, new and used,
Metro Business Machines. No. 9627 Menaul NE. Ph,
292·6224. Hours8·5, M•F, Sat. 9.~.
4/14
Tl SILEN:r 700 printer wlllJ cables and e~tra paper.
$300, Call William, 821-70()7, evenings.
4/14
BIJH'.ET CLARINET, $995; King Tenor sal(aphone,
$49S, J;xcellent condition, 298·5652.
4/16
FOR :;!ALE: NEW Kelly backpacks, tents, sler.ping
bags, 897·00~9.
4/19
IIQLVB~R FRAME PACK $75, Nell, 268-0561.
4/19

1 Brink
5 Incision
9 Defeat
14 USSR river
15Con
16 Lover's
word
17 Coated
19 Register
20Awelgh
21 Through
23 Dessert
24Sharpest
27 Equal
29 Statel)'
homes
31 Pitcher
35 Article
37 Plunges
39 Ladder
401mpend
42 Cresset
44- the Man
45 Church area
47 Whittles
49 Expiry
50 Examined
52 Cream o f 54 Time period
56 Come before
59 Run easily

62Cfoudy
64 Balloted
65 Stage fare
61 Low regard
70 Having less
foil age
71 Charles
Lamb
72 Vacuum
tube: Suff.
73 Chute
74 Zen, e.g.
75 Asian coins

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 Depressing
2 Income: Fr.
3 Additions
4 Yacht basin
5 Fuel
6 Insect
7 Footing
8 SUppresses
9 That girl
10 Recitals
11 Pedestal
12ScaHion
13 Bonfire
18 Invert
22 Cheer
25 VarietY
26 Company

28 Rodent
genus
30 Herring
32 Writings
33 Spirit
34 Splinter
35 Pronoun
36 Strong
38 Discard
41 Got together
43 German title
46 Old auto
48 An Allen
51 Failure

53 Accepts
55 Ribs
57 Native
American
58 Utopias
59 Tennis shots
60 Jewel
61 Persian .elf
63 Eight
furlongs
66 Part of "to
be"
68 Thus
69 Inform (on)

